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“A rare work of art.” —Lee Gooden, Foreword Reviews

A KILLER’S
GRACE
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New Novel, A Killer’s
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Power of Forgiveness
for the Unforgivable
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and marketing, Terra Nova is
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outstanding authors with
readers who value good books.

Learn more about A Killer’s
Grace and author Ronald
Chapman:

JUNE 8, 2016: SANTA FE, NM—Ronald Chapman, author of A Killer’s Grace
(ISBN 978-1-938288-75-3, $19.95, 246 pages, paperback, September 2016),
tells the compelling story of one man’s search for truth and his surprising
empathy for a serial killer. Kevin Pitcairn, a journalist and recovering
alcoholic, must face his own demons as well as he sorts out the causes of the
murderer’s actions. In the process, his outer journey also becomes an inner
quest seeking reconciliation and redemption for his own errors.
Called a “philosophical novel” by one reviewer, A Killer’s Grace has gained a
number of endorsements from those who have faced their own inner
challenges and also from others in recovery. To read their words, one would
easily conclude the novel to be non-fiction. A Killer’s Grace effectively captures
that rare combination of reality and fictional form, including a love story that
triggers a healing journey for Pitcairn’s fiancée. The book is published by
Terra Nova Books (www.TerraNovaBooks.com), an independent publisher
in Santa Fe, New Mexico, whose books are distributed to the trade by SCB
Distributors of Gardena, California (800) 729-6423.
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Chapman has a master’s degree in social welfare and is a leadership and
organizational development consultant and facilitator. As an internationally
accredited motivational speaker, he delivers workshops on forgiveness and
spiritual healing. Among his other publications is the novel My Name Is
Wonder, also published by Terra Nova Books.
For further information, contact Scott Gerber at
publisher@TerraNovaBooks.com or 505-670-9319.
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